
 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

New Practice update 

Roof on and external cladding.  

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Senior Wellness Clinics 
Book a thorough health check for your senior pet at 

the discounted price of £98 before the winter 

weather sets in.  

Ring reception to book with your vet before  

Christmas. 01692 403202 

 

Fireworks are not quite 

over! 
Keeping your pets calm 

Many animals are frightened of fireworks, meaning 

the evenings around bonfire night and New Year 

can be a stressful time for your pet. However, there 

are things you can do to help. 
 

 Dogs and Cats 

• Make sure you walk your dog during  

daylight (when fireworks won’t be set off). A 
long walk to tire them out could be  

beneficial so they don’t have excess energy 
in the evening. 

• Keep them indoors, make sure they are safe 

and secure so they cannot escape if 

spooked. 

• Also ensure cats are microchipped so if they 

do escape, they can be identified and 

       returned to you. 

• Create a safe place they can hide, perhaps 

with their favourite toys or treats to distract 

them. 

• Close windows and curtains to muffle the 

sounds and light from the fireworks. 

• Playing music and having the TV on can 

block out firework sounds. 

• Pheromone plug-ins, sprays and calming 

tablets are all available to buy at the  

      practice to help calm your pet. 

 

Small animals 

• If they normally live outside, consider  

      moving hutches indoors or into a shed. If     

      this isn’t possible then cover part of the  
      hutch with towels/blankets for sound and  

      light proofing. 

• Make sure they have lots of bedding to  

       burrow in. 
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Yourself 

• Make sure you stay calm, your pet will be 

able to sense if you are stressed. 

• Don’t punish your pets for being scared, this 
will only increase their anxiety. 

• If your pet seeks comfort, then it’s ok to  
       reassure them, but if they want to be left  

      alone then this is fine too, as long as they  

      aren’t endangering themselves. 
• If you are worried, speak to one of our  

       veterinary team for further advice. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Written by;-Lizzie Griggs Trainee Veterinary Nurse 

 

 

First Aid Tips 
Vomiting and diarrhoea – At some point, most 

peoples’ pets will experience vomiting or diarrhoea 
and usually, this is something that will clear up on 

its own after a day or so. If your pet develops 

vomiting or diarrhoea:  

• If they are otherwise well and happy in 

themselves, try starving them for 24hours. 

This gives the stomach and intestines time to 

settle and recover.  

• After this time, try introducing a bland diet 

slowly over the next few days. Boiled 

chicken and rice, fish and rice or scrambled 

egg are all bland on the stomach 

• Try giving a probiotic, such as Promax, for 3 

days. This is a paste which you can buy over 

the counter from us for the treatment of 

mild diarrhoea when your pet is still fit and 

well otherwise.  

• Vomiting or diarrhoea that lasts longer than 

24hours, with frequent or explosive  

       episodes need to be seen. 

• If your pet becomes lethargic or seems  

      painful or dehydrated, we will need to see        

      them for treatment. 

 

Simple Tips for Bathing your  

Dog at Home 

 
Like humans, doggies can get smelly. Sweat, muck and all 

the rest – so bathing your dog is a necessity. 

1. Brush before use- Give their coat a good going over 

prior to getting in the bath or shower. May as well  
minimise the amount of fur you’ll be unclogging from 
your plughole later on. 

2. Make it fun- Tempt your pup into the tub with their 

favourite squeaky toy, or even a treat.  
Standing in a giant acrylic container of water is a fairly  

alien concept for a hound, so you’ll need to lure them in 
and keep the sensation a pleasant one, where possible. 

Try a few taster sessions of them in the tub with no  

water to get them truly familiar with the location. Last 

thing you’ll want to do is make them associate the  
experience with stress, so leave any anxieties at the 

bathroom door. 

3. Cool hand luke - When you’re confident of  
running the water, make sure it’s lukewarm. Dogs have a 
higher body temperature than us. Err on the cooler side. 

4. Shoulders, knees and toes (not head!) - Using  
either the showerhead, on light spray, or cup, gently 

massage the water into the fur from the shoulders all the 

way down. Whilst many adore a good tummy rub, some 

poochies are very precious and snappy around their 

stomachs, so be cautious. Same goes for their tail. You 

should hopefully have already  

established your boundaries, so build on that  

trusting relationship. 

5. Avoid the ears - A dog’s ears are worryingly  
delicate. They’re prone to infection and used for   

balance, so treat the ears and head as a water  

exclusion zone! 

6. Get the right shampoo - Don’t use human  
shampoo. It’s not formulated for canines. Use a  
vet-approved medicated dog shampoo that  

moisturises your panting pal’s coat and skin, instead of 

stripping away precious oils. A bad choice can either lead 

to or aggravate an existing skin condition your poor 

pooch will be scratching like a doggy possessed if you 

buy the wrong product. 

 

Natural ingredients such as oat-based products are 

preferable. And make sure the suds are out before the 

bath is over. Consult your vet on which brand best suits 

your breed. They may recommend a coal tar-based  

product, which can alleviate itchy skin, but it all depends 

on the breed and frequency of the wash. There’s still  
debate about exactly what ingredients should comprise 

your pup-wash, so again, ask your doggy doctor for  
advice. 



 


